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OPENING THE CHURCH DOOR

By Ian Taylor

Of all the great crags of Glen Coe, Church Door Buttress is arguably 
the most enigmatic. Somehow even in this age when everything is 
known, it exudes an air of mystery. No one seems to have climbed there. 
Driving back to the Central Belt from the Clachaig with a car of 
inebriated passengers, you get the briefest longing glimpse up to the high 
crag. This is often followed by some slurred interest in a route called 
Kingpin, but somehow plans never come to sober fruition, for the crag is 
particularly slow to dry and the window of opportunity is very narrow.

Naturally the no-nonsense pioneering climbers didn’t bother to wait 
for good summer conditions; indeed they didn’t even wait for summer. 
The buttress was first considered worthy of attention by the Victorian 
climbers in the late 1800s and quickly became the original Last Great 
Problem.

The first attempt to climb the unnamed western buttress of Bidean nam 
Bian was by de facto Scot Norman Collie, along with guests from the 
English North, Godfrey Solly and Joseph Collier. During their spring 
1894 campaign they poked around at the foot of the cliff and although 
unsuccessful they climbed Collie’s Pinnacle as a consolation prize. They 
also had a good attempt at Clachaig Gully, getting over halfway, forty 
years before it was finally climbed. Training climbs done, the trio moved 
base camp round to Fort William, pointed their alpenstocks at Ben Nevis 
and made the first winter ascent of Tower Ridge. Collie was so impressed 
with Tower Ridge that he even repeated it the following day with his 
alpine partner Geoffrey Hastings.

The next reconnaissance was in July 1895 by SMC East Coast 
stalwarts, William Brown and William Tough. Even with the second 
ascent of North-East Buttress and the first of North Buttress on Buachaille 
Etive Mòr under their belts, they made little headway. Changing tack 
they inspected the buttress from above and, descending some distance 
from the top, they spotted a grass ledge that might be the key to reaching 
the top. At least now the buttress had a name:

The buttress was christened the “Church-Door” by Mr Tough, from 
its appearance when seen end on, though it should be said that some 
think the resemblance fanciful.1

Eight months later a crack English team of Alpine Club members 
descended on Glen Coe. Walter Parry Haskett Smith, Geoffrey Hastings 

1 J.H. Bell, ‘The “Church-Door” buttress on Bidean nam Bian’, SMCJ, 5/27 
(1898), 135–40.

Opposite: Church Door Buttress and Collie’s Pinnacle.  Photo: Hon. Ed.
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and Hubert Bowen perhaps hoped to pluck the plum from under the 
Scots’ noses, but their attempt failed. Haskett Smith was an interesting 
character. He once held an unofficial world record for the long jump of 
25.2 feet and was one of the first British climbers to pursue rock climbing 
for its own sake, rather than as training for the Alps. In his early days he 
eschewed ropes, considering them as aids required by inferior climbers. 
According to the visitors’ book from the Clachaig Hotel they were 
sanguine that the climb would go in the best weather.2

There’s nothing like a series of failed attempts to spark interest and 
Church Door Buttress became a subject much discussed in the Victorian 
smoke rooms. 

…two monster buttresses… form the crown of Bidean’s highest 
peak. There the possible climbs are likely to be few in number, and 
probably very difficult, especially on the right hand one, which, 
when scaled and written up, will be one of the finest things in first 
ascents that this Journal has chronicled.3

The SMC were back to the fore in September 1896. John Hart Bell was 
a keen prospector of new routes and had heard about the buttress from 
Tough. Bell with John Napier, Robert Napier and Edward Green made 
excellent progress. In fact on their first day, whilst shrouded in thick 
mist, they thought they had been successful and it was only on their 
descent as the clag lifted that they realised that they had actually climbed 
Stob Coire nam Beith by mistake. The following morning despite a 
snowstorm, peer pressure made them rope up with Green in the lead. 
Green, a sturdy Glasgow engineer, cracked the lower section, squeezing 
up cracks and awkward corners to gain the jumbled mass of huge 
boulders that form the Arch of the buttress. Here the party tried several 
alternatives, but were eventually beaten by snow-covered moss, slabs 
and chimneys.

The following year John Napier returned for another attempt, this time 
accompanied by one Harold Raeburn on his first visit to Glen Coe. After 
cycling all the way from Bridge of Orchy to the Clachaig into the teeth of 
a westerly gale, they woke up the following day to more rain, sleet and 
hail. Even with Napier’s knowledge of the route, they were quickly 
defeated and had to be content with an ascent of the Victorian classic 
Ossian’s Cave.4

A further Bell and Raeburn probe took place at Easter 1898 in the now 
ubiquitous bad weather. Due to the route being snow-plastered they 
concentrated their efforts on more inspection from above. Aided by a 
rope, Bell managed to make his way down to the grass ledge that Tough 

2 Visitors’ Book Clachaig Hotel (Aug 30 1889–May 7 1904). Transcribed by 
Stuart Pedlar.
3 William Brown, ‘Climbing in Glencoe’, SMCJ, 4/19 (1896), 48–51.
4 H. Raeburn, ‘A Wet Day in Glencoe’, SMCJ, 5/25 (1898), 24–8.
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had spied three years before. A chimney below the ledge was the key to 
the route, as Bell had considered it on his previous snowy attempt. Now 
they had the whole climb worked out and all they needed was a day of 
good conditions.

The sun came out in July the same year and a large SMC company 
gathered to find the rocks nearly dry. Bell, Raeburn, Robert Napier, and 
Herbert Boyd made up the summit team with William Douglas and 
George Parker spectating and cheering. Bell quickly led the party to 
below the crux chimney, then Raeburn took over. After a couple of false 
starts, including an attempt to engineer a running belay using a ball of 

Robbie Miller wades 
up deep snow to the 
start of Crypt Route, 
November 2010.

Photo: Henning 
Wackerhage.
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string, Raeburn removed his boots and successfully ascended the 
exposed chimney. It wasn’t long before the party reached the top and the 
lengthy campaign was finally over. Raeburn went on to become the 
finest Scottish climber of his era, adding landmark ascents all over 
Scotland. Bell also pioneered the classic Great Ridge on Garbh Bheinn 
and a number of routes on Ben Nevis.

The Church Door climb (later christened Flake Route by Murray5) had 
several repeats over the next few years, with the second ascent going to 
gritstone legend James Puttrell and the Abraham brothers of Keswick a 
couple of days after their infamous ascent of Crowberry Ridge. George 
Abraham noted that the climb should be strongly recommended and 
thought that ‘a man who can lead safely up Moss Ghyll on Scawfell 
would not visit the Church Door in vain.’6

The First World War effectively stopped exploratory climbing in the 
Scottish mountains and in the period immediately after there appeared to 
be little desire for such risky endeavours. The English scene seemed to 
recover more quickly and soon there were raiders from south of the 
border.

In 1920 Fred Pigott, Morley Wood and John Wilding, from 
Manchester’s Rucksack Club, made a low key ascent of Crypt Route, 
burrowing through the gloom to pop out below Raeburn’s chimney. 
Despite a misshapen hand caused by a war wound and a temporary 
interest in golf, Pigott was one of the leading English climbers of the 
1920s and ’30s. After serving an apprenticeship on his local gritstone 
outcrops and usually accompanied by Wood, he progressed to adding 
new mountain routes from Skye to Wales, including some significant 
breakthroughs on Clogwyn Du’r Arddu. Pigott was described as being 
slim and wiry so presumably had no trouble with the Crypt Route 
squeezes, while Wood was much broader and might have struggled, as 
would many in the years to come.

The legendary Bill Murray led a repeat of this route in 1938, but was 
unaware of the early ascent. He described one of the route’s dark 
chambers as ‘not unlike the king’s tomb in the heart of the Great Pyramid, 
but smaller’.7 Around the same time Murray, with Kenneth Dunn and 
George Marskell, also added West Face Route, a steeper right-hand start 
to Flake Route.

In 1955 Len Lovat and Alan Dick put up West Chimney up the obvious 
vegetated line bordering the much steeper west face. It was another route 
that depended on tunnelling techniques and although it has probably had 
few summer repeats it has become a popular winter climb.

Fast forward to 1968 when local climbers John Hardie and Wull 

5 W.H. Murray, Rock Climbs: Glencoe and Ardgour, (Edinburgh: SMC, 1949).
6 G.D. Abraham, British Mountain Climbs, (London: Mills & Boon, 1909).
7 W.H. Murray, Mountaineering in Scotland, (London: Dent, 1947).
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The West Face of Church Door Buttress in evening light.  Photo: Ian Taylor.
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Thomson pulled out all the stops with Kingpin (E3,6a), the first route to 
tackle the futuristic west face. These two local climbers, who had worked 
with MacInnes in the Glencoe School of Mountaineering, were a strong 
team. Thomson had made an early ascent of Shibboleth with the True 
Finish, remarkably climbing it in big boots. Prior to Kingpin they had 
added Crack-line, a steep line left of Crypt Route, and Inquisition, an 
enigmatic route on the far right that has never been properly identified. 
Their inspired ascent of Kingpin was probably the highest major climb in 
the country at the time and understandably used a handful of aid pegs. A 
few years later Ian Nicholson and Dave Knowles managed to whittle the 
aid down to two points, triumphantly waving a couple of removed pegs 
under the noses of Thomson and Hardie in the Clachaig that evening.8 
Thomson and Hardie also attempted some of the other futuristic lines on 
the crag, including getting high on the line that subsequently became 
Lost Arrow.

By the mid ’70s a new era had dawned. Changing attitudes to aid were 
backed up by better equipment, improved protection, training on indoor 
walls and chalk. A group of young Scottish climbers embraced the ethic 
and soon the ‘free the Coe’ campaign was in full swing. Murray Hamilton 
managed to free the aid on Kingpin, but was unlucky as bad weather 
prevented a complete ascent. That fell a little later to two other climbers 
from the new wave, Dave Cuthbertson and Dougie Mullin. However, 
Hamilton deserves recognition for breaking the barrier and he returned at 
a later date with Rab Anderson to add a better, direct finish to the route.

The ’80s were the time for the big unclimbed lines on the Scottish 
mountains, helped by some dry summers and a more vigorous approach, 
including pre-cleaning on abseil. Pre-eminent in this approach was 
Lakeland raider Pete Whillance, who was already known for his string of 
bold routes all over the country. Whillance had a very friendly tit for tat 
rivalry going on with the Edinburgh team of Hamilton and Anderson. 
Freely exchanging information and often joining together, they ticked a 
fine series of major new routes on Creag an Dubh Loch during 1982. 
This informal understanding slipped briefly in 1983 when Hamilton, 
Anderson and Kenny Spence climbed Flodden, a line Whillance had 
been eyeing up. So two days later Whillance, with Ray Parker on board, 
headed up to Glen Coe, walked up to Church Door Buttress by headtorch 
and bivvied under the cliff. Whillance had never been to the crag before, 
but knew Hamilton and others had previously attempted the big groove 
line right of Kingpin, but had been stopped by a blank section of groove 
in the lower part. After a clean on abseil, the first ascent went smoothly, 
with Whillance solving the problematic section by skirting around it 
using the left arête. The significance of the route name clearly had as 
much to do with the unwritten part of the title – (Raiders of) The Lost Ark 
(E4,6a). They must have been fit, as they then hurried down to their car, 

8 D.A. Knowles, ‘Kingpin: A Second Ascent’, SMCJ, 29/162 (1971), 372–3.
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Tess Fryer cleans her way up Temple of Doom (E3,6a), 30 July 2011.  Photo: Ian Taylor. 
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drove round to the Cairngorms, where they walked into Shelter Stone 
Crag in the afternoon and dispatched the first ascent of The Harp. Then 
if that wasn’t enough Whillance teamed up with Hamilton at Creag an 
Dubh Loch the following morning where they put up Masque. Three 
new routes on three major cliffs in 24 hours. Not bad really!

The line right of The Lost Ark was next on everyone’s list. First up 
were ex-pats Kev Howett and Mark Charlton in 1983. Howett managed 
to on-sight the crux first pitch, cleaning the mossy cracks as he went, 
whilst Charlton got very high on the second pitch before lichen and 
darkness ended their attempt. The following year, after a brush on abseil, 
Hamilton, Anderson and Graham Livingstone promptly dispatched 
Temple of Doom (E3,6a) leaving behind a brilliant classic. A few years 
later Anderson and Jonny May also completed The Last Crusade (E3,5c) 
over on the right side of the crag.

In the scorching summer of 1995 Gary Latter and Paul Thorburn made 
good use of the amazing dry conditions. That year Latter, a very 
enthusiastic new router, added more than fifty routes to crags all over the 
Highlands, culminating in the ascent of Dalriada on the Cobbler. At the 
time Thorburn had an ambition to have made the first ascent of the 
hardest route on all the major Scottish mountain crags. Rumour had it 
that he couldn’t swim, ride a bike or drive a car, but could climb E7.

After a quick clean on abseil this powerful combination first climbed 
The Holy Grail (E5,6b), a direct start to Temple of Doom that is still one 
of the hardest pitches on the crag. Only two days later they returned and 
added Lost Arrow (E3,6a), the much attempted line left of Kingpin. The 
second pitch of Lost Arrow is particularly good on immaculate rock, but 
all other attempts had failed on the dirty and loose top pitch. Thorburn 
managed to lead this on-sight, pulling off carpets of moss and trundling 
loose blocks as he inched his way up the narrow chimney. 

In 2002 Latter and Pete Craig climbed Fundamentalists (E4,6a), a 
route on the far left of the main face. Pete along with his brother Neil had 
ticked his way through many of the big Scottish rock routes with little 
fuss. The pair were lucky with the weather and Fundamentalists was 
climbed above a stunning cloud inversion. Unfortunately the second 
pitch has been reclaimed by the moss, but the testing third pitch can still 
be accessed via Lost Arrow.

Looking into a damp and murky crystal ball there are still good new 
challenges awaiting future generations of climbers, providing they can 
stomach the long approach and the fickle conditions.

Two modern climbers that fit the bill are Iain Small and Blair Fyffe. 
After a colossal cleaning effort by Small in July 2014, they added an 
impressive new route which starts up Kingpin before branching left and 
taking a subtle line up grooves and bold walls to finish spectacularly 
through the capping roof. Wall of the Evening Light (E6,6b) is yet another 
route to dream about while we wait for those long hot summers that are 
just around the corner.
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Blair Fyffe nears the top of pitch 1 of Wall of the Evening Light on the first ascent.  Photo: Iain Small.

Iain Small pulls through the crux roof of Wall of the Evening Light.  Photo: Blair Fyffe.


